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About This Game

Show off your mad Awesome Obstacle Challenge skills in a VR-ONLY race to the finish. Run, climb, and leap your way
through dozens of obstacle courses to see if you can finish on top of the global charts. Climb walls, nets, and ropes. Traverse

high canyons. Tiptoe across balance beams. True champions will encounter lasers, fires and more! Prove yourself and take the
Awesome Obstacle Challenge!
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i like the game so far,now i am not exactly gonna elaborate,because the others already review it and they already said what
needed to be said, btw this is a ALL AGE VERSION, so there not gonna be a *** scene. Came for the♥♥♥♥♥♥ stay for the
plot. Only one thing that concern me, the Exe. file is trojan, i wonder if the others have the same problem, i am using kasperky
and 360+.. The game is awesome,devs are really trying to make it the best it can be,the only thing bringing it down is the low
player base seeing as the game came out a few months from now it is expected and it will,at least I hope it will,stop being a
problem in the future. I love this game already very addictive. I would love some better sound effects i beg you!. The game
system is basically just playing "rock paper scissors" with the computer.. My childhood. 10/10 game would recommend..
Dreadhalls is freaking awsome. Buy it.. This game was very cute and emotional. I really loved it. It's cheap too, so no reason to
don't check it out.. I wasn't aware that there was a non-lethal variety.

In Attack of the Killer Furries, you play as a human (booooooooo) whose job is to kill all of the furries that have gone violent
and crazy.......or crazier. You have a variety of guns to shoot with and four levels of story to play, with an optional fifth which
serves as a survival mode. There are five little golden kitty statues per stage that you must collect, for collectors sake, and the
music isn't actually too bad. That's it.

There's a jump button, don't worry you won't use it. You can crouch, don't worry you won't use it. You can zoom in for better
accuracy, don’t worry you won’t. There are collectables, don't worry, you won't care. There are achievements, you won't care.
Chances are, you'll use the run button and just shoot all crazy-like. It'll get the job done. I was SEVERLY disappointed because
I thought this was going to be hilarious and it wasn't. I think this game was made by furries who think that they're funny. Such
potential...wasted. At the end of the day, it's the same thing with a different background and music five times. The furries will
spawn wherever the hell they want so you can get bombarded pretty quickly. Pretty accurate if you've ever been to a furcon. The
only thing missing is the massive stink. There are tons of "kawaii" noises and chu chu kitty senpai.....you'll WANT TO SHOOT
THESE ♥♥♥♥ERS! For a little bit at least. Once the laughter dies down (give it 5 minutes) you'll move on to something better.
Even on the lowest settings the game trudges along and when you finish a level; it takes you (or at least it took me) back to the
♥♥♥♥ing start menu and moving through the options can make your computer go ape♥♥♥♥♥♥ Its a mediocre FPS and a
medicore comedy, poking fun at furries. This is the Catholic joke of comedy.

Is it worth $3 (I paid $1)? ♥♥♥♥ing...no. Thanks to my own expectations I was disappointed like a mutha-♥♥♥♥a. Yeah,
that's my fault but I don't care. *Sigh* I have no idea what went wrong, here. Drunken Apes you need to either cut your booze
consumption or increase it two-fold.

You know, if you decide to make a sequel to this and you want to capitalize on the scary/funny potential then I have an idea for
you:
Attack of the HORNY furries: Revenge of the Yiffappotamus. I had to hold my♥♥♥♥♥♥just TYPING that. Not only could
that be funny but you can make it a straight up horror game, if you want. Have you ever seen an enamored furry? They're
scarier than one hundred, highly unstable, hydrogen bombs. It'll work, trust me. I don't require any credits or perpetuity for this
idea; you can have it.

You're Welcome.. This is one of the rare examples when the DLC is actually better than original game, though "The Talos
Principle" was already absolutely stunning gaming experience.
"Road to Gehenna" is full-fledged story DLC and it is a must.
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It features story of another robot Uriel near the end of the main story.
Uriel is instructed by Elohim to free a number of other AIs, all of whom had been imprisoned in a portion of the computer's
database called Gehenna.
Puzzles and overall challenges are much tougher, e.g. first ones here are harder than late-game puzzles from the original game
and they do scale in the difficulty during the progression of a story. Not to mention stars - these are hidden and restricted so well
that you must come up with some truly ingenious solutions in order to get them.
No guidance, further help and tips - now you are completely on your own.
DLC features three new immersive songs included in updated OST and it naturally occurs just before the ending of the original
game, introducing new narrative and keeping on the same exceptional philosophical storyline.. Addictive and quick
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Big fish will happen with this set. The Fishcabin M plus is the highlight item here.. wow, that was bad.. If you're a Rugby fan
DO NOT BUY "Scrum Simulator Challenge 3"

There are a number of things this game does right but there's no point in mentioning them because of two critical game breaking
issues that make this unplayable.

1) Backs play:
You can't kick probably. The first receiver out the back of a ruck is 9 times out of 10 a forward! Even if the ball does somehow
make its way to no.10 or 12 they are so flat you have no time to aim a kick. There's no way of dropping back into the pocket
and the box kicking is pretty awful. So you're always forced to run but you can't! There are an absurd amount of handling errors
(literally all of the game is spent scrumming), offloading is hilariously broken and your wingers decide to charge off into touch
before you can pass to them.

2) The referee is utterly clueless:
The ref plays advantage for no reason because he ALWAYS stops play 30 seconds later no matter what. Even if you're on your
way to a breakaway try the ref will call you back for your own scrum. Infuriating! If you have a penalty kick for touch after 40
or 80mins the game simply ends when the ball goes into touch! Half the players on the pitch spend most of the game offside
which makes back 3 counter-attacking almost impossible. The game simply makes up its own rules which completely kills the
fun.

If you're actually into rugby PLEASE don't waste your money. They can't even be bothered to get the substitute shirt numbers
right (my sub hooker always wear 23!) All the positive reviews on here are by people who are either scrum fanatics and/or don't
have a clue. Not worth £5. Revert to Rugby 08.. I beat this game in a little over an hour, so let me tell you what it's about.

Take Celeste, remove some of the polish, and design the levels like you're making an IWBTG fangame (meaning: tedious,
repetitive and with an overabundance of deadly obstacles), and you have this game.

Granted, I'm a bit of a sucker for needle games, so long as they aren't too egregious. Not another Needle Game, Kill the Guy
and Kamilia 3 are some of my favorites from the genre. But even in that regard, this game falls short on the difficulty curve and
leans a little too hard on the tedium.

It's only $2, and the value you get is pretty decent, so I do recommend it, but you should know what you're getting into.
Basically, if you can't get past the first world of Solgryn's I Wanna Be the Boshy on "Totally Average" mode, you'll probably
want to pass on this.. Its not a long visual novel and far from perfect but the art work is solid and you will want to finish and
explore it all it ws good enough for that i ejoyed it.. I’m not sure who the target demographic for this game is. We've played lots
of puzzle games over the years and Lake Ridden doesn’t scratch the itches that any of the others did. After playing it for 2 hours
we decided it was best to refund it since the puzzles were very dry and we took that as a sign that they would continue being so
for the rest of the game. Walking between the puzzles was monotonous, and while it wasn’t technically a “walking simulator” we
can see why the devs had to come out to specifically refute the claims.. This game is very nice in many ways. However, the
difficulty set even with the lowest possible level, for sure is too heavy. Very high frustation coming up very quickly. This is a no
go. sorry.
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